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Abstract  : A congestion avoidance scheme  allows a network 

to operate in the region of low delay and high throughput. Such 

scheme prevent a network from entering in to congested state. 

RED(Random Early Detection), is one such congestion 

avoidance mechanism used for effectively control  of congestion. 

In RED, router uses only the average queue size, as a congestion 

indicator and the average queue length is insensitive to input 

traffic load variation. Due to this effective incipient congestion 

becomes difficult to detect and there is no matching between 

current queue size and average queue size as in [4]. The present 

paper deals with these two problems and proposed a way in which 

packet dropping is not only based on average queue size but also 

on the rate of change of input. The work which is carried out is 

to find out significant changes in input rate and use this climbing 

rate as indication of impending congestion for sources to react 

quickly. Here we have analyzed the performance of   our 

proposed algorithm using network simulator ns2. 

Keywords: Average queue size, Congestion Avoidance, 

Network Simulator (ns), Random Ear ly Detection (RED). 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Internet  congestion occurs when the aggregate demand for a 

resource (e.g. link bandwidth) exceeds the available capacity 

of the resource. Resulting effects from such congestion 

include long delays in data delivery,  wasted  resources due to 

lost or dropped packets  and even possible congestion 

collapse in which all communication in the entire network 

ceases as in [1]. Congestion occurs in data transmission path 

in the intermediate nodes, so we need to solve the network 

congestion problem by applying the congestion control 

solution in the intermediate nodes. The node congestion is 

often caused by buffer overflow queue, so the node queue 

management becomes the key for suppression of network 

congestion. The management of queue on the node is called 

Active Queue Management (AQM)  mechanism.  

Random Early Detection (RED) was first proposed AQM 

mechanism and is also promoted by Internet Engineering 

Task Force (IETF) as in [2] . Random Early Detection 

(RED) was introduced in 1993 [3] by Floyd and Jacobson 

and then many variants were also proposed RED [3] is most 

well known AQM algorithm. It averages queue length avgi 

by using an exponential weighted moving average 

(EWMA) and calculate drop probability by applying a 

linear mapping function.  
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The mapping  function has three parameters two queue 

length threshold  minth and maxth  and maximum drop 

probability Pmax .  Equations are given below, here  wq  is 

queue constant and qi is actual queue length. 
      avgi+1          (1 – wq)avgi+ wqqi                (1) 

       Pb  ←Pmax(avg-THmin)/(THmax-THmin)    (2) 

Available queue length  in the operation range [ minth,maxth 

]  is linearly mapped to a drop probability in the range 

[0,Pmax]. Below minth, , packets are not dropped and above 

maxth, they are always dropped. Stochastic drops allow  

RED to avoid global synochrinization and bias against 

bursty traffic when used in conjunction with TCP based 

flows. Though RED outperforms Drop Tail in terms of 

average queue length and loss rate, it is not widely deployed 

because some weaknesses like hard setting of parameters, 

unstable behavior during bursty traffic, insensitivity to the 

input traffic load variation, mismatch between current 

queue length and average queue length as in [4].  

According to the metrics used to measure congestion,  

AQM  schemes  can  be classified into three catalogs : 

queue-based, rate based, and schemes based on concurrent 

queue and  rate  metrics. In queue based  schemes, 

congestion is observed by average or instantaneous queue 

length and the control aim is to stabilize the queue length 

as in [6-13]. The drawback of queue-based schemes is that 

a backlog is inherently necessitated.  Rate- based schemes 

accurately predict the utilization of the link, and determine 

congestion and take actions based on the packet arrival rate 

as in [14-19]. Rate-based schemes can provide Early 

feedback for congestion. Other AQM schemes deploy a 

combination of queue length and input rate to measure 

congestion and achieve a tradeoff between queues stability 

and responsiveness as in [20-23]. 

The  paper  has  been  organized  in  the  following manner, 

section 2 gives the  proposed work, section 3 deals   with   

working   of   the   proposed   algorithm, section 4 gives 

simulation results and section 5 deals with conclusion and 

further scope and final section gives  all  the  references  

made  in  completing  the present work.  

II. PROPOSED WORK 

In RED, during  the calculation of average queue length 

using EWMA filter, the changes in average queue length 

(macroscopic behavior that is long term) does not match 

with actual or instantaneous  queue length (microscopic 

behavior  that is short term). Changes in average queue 

length are slow due to  wq  and changes in actual queue 

length are fast according to traffic of input 

burst of packets.  
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This causes delay in prediction of incipient congestion or 

this congestion indicator is not only the sufficient one to 

tell about incipient congestion. This causes many 

oscillation in queue length in bursty traffic. 

The basic idea behind the proposed work is as follows : 

Here congestion indication is done based on both average 

queue size and elevated input rate. We are calculating 

climbing rate of input and depending on that dropping of 

packets is done earlier compare to RED. By earlier 

informing senders, routers could decrease packet drop rate.   

In other words, method informs senders by dropping 

packets earlier at the time of input rate climbing, it can 

avoid dropping a number of packets later. This method will 

help to make queue dynamic stable also.   

We have implemented our approach by making minimal 

changes to original RED algorithm while leaving basic idea 

intact, and then evaluated its performance using different 

simulations. 

The proposed algorithm as shown in figure 1 and we have 

named it ISRED that is Input Sensitive Random Early 

Detection.  

III. WORKING 

1.   Comparison of input rate value with slope threshold 

value indicate  whether there are significant changes 

in input rate that is sudden rise in input traffic 

(heavy burst of packets). Here the slope threshold 

value is taken constant and value is approximately 

80% of buffer size 

2. Packets are dropped earlier if the input rate is 

climbing high and senders are notified earlier to 

reduce their sending rate.  

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS 

We implemented the proposed scheme using network 

simulator ns-2[5] to evaluate  the  improvement. Network 

topology is shown in figure 2. Two FTP sessions randomly 

start in between 0 to 0.1 Sec. and last  to  the  end  of  

simulation  i.e.  30  Seconds.  In middle of simulation 

another m FTP session would randomly start in between 

10.0 to 10.1 Seconds and last  to  the  end,  which  is  to  

simulate  change  of network  condition  (to  show  input  

load  variation). TCP  Reno  is  used  for  all  simulations,  

the  mean packets size is 500 for TCP and both  AQM 

methods. Parameters used are :  maxth   = 15,  minth   = 5, 

maxp    = 0.1, wq   = 0.002, slope = 25, qsize = 30. 

Various Graphs are plotted  here  for  m =  30 sources   to   

show   the   improvement   of   proposed method. 

Initialization 

pavg←0 

ptime←ctime 

for each packet arrival 

pavg←avg 

if(avg>minth)  /* average queue size exceeds   

                          minmum .threshold */ 

 

{\   

Rate ← 

 

if (Rate > slope)  /* checking for high input rate */ 

 {  edrop( ) /* procedure to drop packets earlier  */ 

} 

else  

{ drop( )  /* use the same formula as RED */ 

} 

ptime← ctime 

Variables: 

avg : average queue size (current sample) 

pavg : average queue size (previous sample) 

ptime : previous sampling  time  

ctime : current samoling time  

 

Figure 1 ISRED algorithm 
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S1,S2,,R1and R2 have bandwidth of 2Mb and delay of 10 ms 

S3 to Sn and   R1 to Rn  have  bandwidth of 10Mb  

S3 to Sn and  R3 to Rn have delay from 14 to 15 ms 

Q1 to Q2 have 20ms delay and bandwidth 0.7Mb 

 

Figure 2   Simulation  Network Topology 

 
Fiigure 3  Packet Loss Ratio 

 

Figure 3 shows a graph plotted between packets   lost 

against time in seconds for both RED and ISRED. Initially   

number of packets loss(Points A to C) is more in case of 

ISRED but as sources increase their sending rate, packets 

lost are less compare to RED (Points I to M  and Points D 

to G). This graph show the improvement  in  packet  loss  

ratio  in  case  of ISRED compare to RED. 

 
 

Figure 4 Queue Size Variation 
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Figure  4  is  graph  which  shows  the  variation  of current 

and average queue size in case of ISRED. 

This graph shows that during entire simulation queue 

overflows occurs only once shown by point A. At time  

10.0  second  there  is  heavy  load  of  packets indicating 

high climbing of input rate which causes prior losses and 

earlier informing to senders to reduce incoming rate which 

is shown by point E onwards. Leaving  Transient  phase  of  

congestion,  there  is  a correspondence between   current 

and average queue size which moves ISRED towards 

stable behavior 

 
Figure 5 Current Size Variation 

Figure 5 shows variation in current size for both RED and 

ISRED. Current size of buffer also decides loss of packets 

due to overflow  as in this case every incoming packet is 

lost. From the graph it is clear that overflowing  of buffer is 

there initially for both cases indicated by points A & C but 

after ward during congestion overflowing of buffers in 

RED is there lot of times indicated by points F,G,H,I, but 

there is no overflowing in case of ISRED, 

 
Figure 6 Average Queue Size Variation 

 

Figure  6 shows average  size  variation  for  both cases 

and it depicts that in heavy congestion also the behavior of 

ISRED is more stable compare to RED. 

 

Figure 7 Arrival Rate of  Packets 

Figure 7 shows arrival of packets for both cases and 

initially  it  is  same  for  both  but  from  time  10.0 

seconds onwards arrival of  packets in case of ISRED is  

less  compare  to  RED  to  show  anticipation  of 

congestion effectively. 

Figure 8 shows that initially throughput of RED and ISRED 

is same but point E onwards IERED has more throughput 

compare to RED.  

 

Figure 8 Throughput versus Load 

 

Figure 9  Performance Improvement 

 We have carried out simulation by varying number of 

sources from 15 to 45 and averaged 10 simulation for each 

case .These results are shown in Table 1 which also 

indicates ISRED outperform RED , 

 Figure  9 is a graph plotted between percentage  of 

packets  lost  against  increasing  number  of  sources. 

Points   A to C   and Points D to F shows initially when 

number of sources is less RED outperform ISRED . Point 

G onwards performance of ISRED is becoming better 

compare to RED. 

 

Table 1 Various Simulation results 

Number  

of 

sourcessrces 

RED ISRED 

Arrived 
Packets 

Dropped 
Packets 

% of 
loss 

Arrived  
Packets 

Dropped 
Packets 

% of 
loss 

15 4244 574.4 13.53 4027.6 633.8 15.73 

20 4403.9 707.1 16.05 4114.2 710.1 17.25 

25 4531.7 803 17.71 4229 763.66 18.05 

30 4620.5 889.5 19.25 4321.6 817.2 18.9 

35 4729.2 982.4 20.77 4420 877.5 19.85 

40 4820.1 1063.4 22.06 4475.8 927.8 20.73 

45 4854.5 1106 22.78 4531.9 983 21.69 
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V.  CONCLUSION 

1. Packet loss ratio decreases in case of ISRED compare to 

RED. 

2. Insensitivity of RED towards input load variation is 

reduced a lot . 

3. By making ISRED more sensitive to input load 

variation,   overflowing  of buffers  is avoided  which 

remove the possibility of penalizing new innocent 

packet from dropping on overflow of queue (buffer). 

4. Congestion indication is done effectively which is 

indicated by decrease in arrival of packets. 

5. There is correspondence between input current size 

and average queue size (mismatch behavior of input 

current size and average size decrease a lot) 
6. There  is  less  variation  in  average  size  due  to which 

end to end delay is controlled. 
In the future work a mechanism to tune slope threshold 

automatically based on the characteristic of length and 

dynamics of network condition would be investigated and 

comparison of ISRED can be analyzed with  AQM 

techniques such as ARED and REM . 
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